
“Iron Hands” came the call over the vox. The voice was calm and measured. 

The scouts on a nearby hill had been monitoring the enemy force but had not been able to identify them until now. The Warsmith grunted 

his disdain for the followers of the fallen Emperor. Manus’ legion had leapt into the abyss along with half the Legiones Astartes. Whilst the 

Warsmith had no love for the warriors of Ultramar, he would follow their lead as long as his Lord ordered him to. Perturabo’s choices in 

the succession had confused the Warsmith but he’d long since given up trying to understand his Primarch’s motivations. 

 

“Enemy strength?” came his terse reply. 

“Two command personnel, two 10 man Tactical squads, a Castellax automaton and 4 Dreadnoughts”. 

4 dreadnoughts, hmm, that made things interesting. 

“Have they detected our presence?” 

“Yes my lord but I do not believe they know our strength. They have split their forces to protect the beacon we detected earlier and have 

sent another force to search for us”. 

“Good. Identify their commander and provide the coordinates to Iron Dread”. The Warsmith smiled grimly, his Medusa artillery tank would 

destroy the enemy’s leadership and then he’d deal with the rest. 

“Iron Within” 

“Iron Without” came the replies over the vox. 

 

The thunder of the Medusa’s gun signalled the beginning of the battle. The shell struck exactly on the target coordinates. 

“Damage assessment?” barked the Warsmith. 

“My lord, the enemy commander is dead along with several of his tactical escorts”. 

“All units, commence attack”. 

 



The Warsmith had assigned his Tyrant Siege Terminators – Squad Phidias to protect the Medusa on his left flank. The Sicaran Venator 

Thunderchild was also positioned to support the Terminators. On his right flank, the Warsmith had designated the Veteran Tactical Squad 

Atreids to support Old Archelaeus – a Contemptor Dreadnought. The Warsmith and his command squad held a central position in order to 

support either flank as required. 

The Terminators and Thunderchild advanced on the approaching Dreadnoughts but there heavy fire was ineffectual. 

Squad Atreids and Old Archelaeus moved swiftly towards the enemy beacon. 

 

The Warsmith watched the enemy Dreadnoughts approach the Thunderchild and Terminators. Melta fire spat from the lead Dreadnought 

and struck the Thunderchild’s front armour. Sparks and fire erupted from the tank hunter. 

“Main gun down, drive train damaged”. The static filled report crossed the vox. 

More enemy fire lanced out at the Terminators. A Plasma Cannon shot struck the wall behind Squad Phidias. The wall crumbled and the 

plasma shot broke through hitting the Iron Dread. 

“Iron Dread, damage report” the Warsmith commanded through gritted teeth. 

“Heavy bolter destroyed, main gun fully functional”. 

“Phidias, status?” 

“No losses” came the reply. Good, thought the Warsmith. 

 

Old Archelaeus was next on the vox. His metallic voice cold and furious, “Enemy Dreadnought and Castellax sighted.” A grunt followed 

over the vox, “Minor damage sustained, combat effectiveness at 70%”. 

“Squad Atreids undamaged” followed the next report. 

 

Thunderchild fired its las-cannon in a last, useless gesture. A second later it was destroyed by missile fire from a Dreadnought. Phidias 

kept hammering the approaching Contemptor, lightning flashed as its shields deflected much of the fire. Finally after many salvos of Krak 

missiles the lead Dreadnought crashed to the ground and exploded. 

“Squad Phidias, advance and engage the enemy”. The Terminators broke cover and charged at the remaining Contemptor without delay. 

“Iron Dread, target the supporting Dreadnought and bring it down”. The Warsmith calculated that his left flank would now hold and his 

command squad headed for the right flank and the enemy beacon. 

 

“Castellax destroyed, enemy infantry moving to defend the passage to the beacon” Atreids reported his advance. 

“Enemy Dreadnought damaged, closing to kill”. Archelaeus’ voice betrayed a savage thrill. 

“Archelaeus, destroy the enemy and continue down the right passage to the beacon”. 

“Enemy infantry in defensive positions at end of passage and on upper levels”. Atreids voice was calm. It was clear to the Warsmith that 

Atreids was entering a kill zone.  



“Atreids, Fury of the Legion and then advance on the beacon. I am on you left and will support”. The Warsmith noted that a depleted 

enemy tactical squad was also heading towards the beacon to aid in its defence. 

“Phidias, status?” 

“My lord, enemy contemptor destroyed. My squad strength is down to 60%”. Acceptable thought the Warsmith. 

 

“Iron dread – status?” 

“Enemy support Dreadnought destroyed. No further viable targets in range”. 

“Confirmed, hold position. Phidias, intercept the depleted squad attempting to reinforce the beacon defence, then move to your left and 

guard our flank”. Krak missiles rocketed out towards the running marines and brought down several. The survivors ran on to aid their 

brothers. 

“Archelaeus, status?” 

“Enemy Support Dreadnought destroyed. Advancing down right passage”. 

Excellent, mused the Warsmith. The noose was tightening around the enemy. 

“My Lord, enemy engaged. My force strength at 40%.” Atreids had bled on his approach but his advance had been necessary.  

“Hammer them Atreids, no mercy!” 

 

“Brave fool”. Archelaeus’ voice laughed over the vox. “Engaging enemy Forge Lord. I will be with you momentarily Atreids”. Indeed, 

thought the Warsmith. The Forge Lord was either brave or stupid. Begrudgingly he thought that few Iron Hand warriors were fools. 

The Warsmith rounded a corner as he saw Atreids in combat with three enemy marines. He ordered his Chosen warriors to support 

Atreids as he stood alone. 

“Archelaeus, status?” 

“I... am... in... a fight!” came the strained reply. The Warsmith raised an eyebrow. He could only see dust and flashes of light where the 

Contemptor battled his enemy. 



Atreids and the Chosen marines wiped out the remaining Iron Hands marines and all eyes turned towards Archelaeus. Heavy foot falls 

could be heard through the smoke and the old Contemptor Dreadnought stamped towards the Warsmith. 

“He must have been good” questioned the Warsmith as he examined the damaged dreadnought. 

“Aye, but not good enough” came the confident reply. 

 

“All units, scour the Keltos township and purge any remaining enemy.” 


